PHOTO COPYING OR SCANNING REQUEST FORM

Pre-payment is required on all orders. Please sign and return this form with a check for the total below, made payable to SAIC, John M. Flaxman Library, Special Collections. Please allow five (5) business days for the duplication to be completed; hard copies posted in the mail will need additional shipping time.

ACCESSION/BOX NUMBER(S)

AUTHOR/ARTIST

TITLE

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

NOTICE CONCERNING COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted materials.

Under certain conditions specified by the law, libraries and archives are authorized to provide reproductions. One of these conditions specifies that the reproduction is not to be “used for any purpose other than private study scholarship or research.”

If a user makes a request for, and later uses, a photocopy or reproduction in any other media or format for purposes in excess of “fair use,” that user may be liable for copyright infringement.

Flaxman Library reserves the right to refuse a reproduction request if, in staff’s judgment, fulfillment of the order would involve violation of copyright law. It is the legal responsibility of the researcher to secure required permission to publish- not only from Flaxman Library having custody of the archival materials, but also from any owner of copyrights.
ORDER FOR PHOTO DUPLICATION

The Library/Special Collections will process requests for photo duplication of material that is **in suitable condition for copying and is not otherwise restricted.** To ensure efficient service and to eliminate any doubt whether the material can be copied, the Library Director, or the Special Collections Librarian must approve all orders by initialing all photo duplication requests in the applicant's presence.

**ALL ORDERS FOR DUPLICATION MUST BE PRE-PAID BY CASH OR CHECK.**

Standard b-\&-w single-sided photocopies are $0.30 per page. Color photocopies are $1.50 per page for letter size (8" x 11") and $2.50 per page for 11" x 17" sheets. Digital files are $8- per scan each. If the order exceeds 10 individual items, an additional flat-rate retrieval fee of $10.00 will be added. Postage fees for mailed orders are additional and subject to change.

**DUPLICATED MATERIAL MAY BE PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT LAW (TITLE 17 U.S. CODE).**

The copies requested on this order will be made for research purposes only. They may not be published or further duplicated in any form without the written permission of the copyrights holder. The library does not sell copies; it merely performs the service of copying. Responsibility for any questions concerning the copyright of the material photocopied on this order is assumed by the applicant.

**The John M. Flaxman Library reserves the right to:**

1. Decline any order.
2. Limit the number of pages copied to 10% of any individual work, as defined by library staff.
3. Limit the maximum size of material to be copied to 11" x 17".
4. Decline orders for copying copyrighted material if they do not fall within the scope of what is recognized as "fair use"; limit the number of copies per article or excerpts of books to one copy of each section, and limit the number of articles per issue of journals to two.
5. Restrict further circulation of photocopies of privately owned material, and of rare or valuable material in its collection.
6. Change prices without notice.
Order approved by

Date

Total Number of Exposures

**CHARGES:**

Photocopies: $.30/page b & w
Color: $1.50 @ 8 ½ x 11 or $2.50 @ 11 x 17
Digital Files: $10. per scan

**Mailing Fee:**

**TOTAL:**

Order completed on/by

-